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LTSF20 D1S2: Meeting the challenge of Covid-19 lockdown 

Andrew Jacobs – Questions 
 

Charlie Mace:  like a dalek 

  Donald H Taylor: Please ask questions here and we will ask Andrew the questions at the 

end 

  Tracey: Do you feel Covid made us more agile in learning?  I certainly found this in our L&D 

function which will make us work differently 

  James Booth: Helen dudfield:  do you think lockdown has affected different learner groups 

differently? 

  Liz S: Do you think this will enable training in the voluntary sector to have a better uptake 

as time and money not spent travelling? 

  Donald H Taylor: Please do keep the questions coming. We'll ask Andrew these questions 

at the end. 

  Caroline Singleton: From experience, we don't do anywhere near enough evaluation! 

  Natasia Hieber: I think that it affected different people differently due to support networks 

and various personality types see a challenge as a positive as opposed to a negative! 

  Caroline Singleton: How do we know the learning has been translated to the workplace? 

  Teresa 2: Many training companies are small businesses who cannot afford expensive 

software or systems. Where do you suggest they spend their focus to still be able to 

compete in the market? 

  james poletyllo: teress 

  john faulkes: The outcome surely is outside of L&D; the latter is a service to management 

and it's they who should b evaluating 

  james poletyllo: Teresa there are many systems which are not expensive 

  Donald H Taylor: Helen Carroll:  How we measure quality for the learner 

  Tracey: learning isn’t being talked at, that’s presenting ?? 

  Caroline Singleton: John Faulkes - I'm sorry, I disagree with you. 

  Helen Carroll: How we measure quality for the learner ? 

  Martin Baker: This box is for questions for Andrew 

  Donald H Taylor: Caroline and John - this is a pretty important question. We'll raise with 

Andrew at the end if he doesn't tackle it here. 

  Kat Ellis: Not really a question, more a suggestion/answer to Caroline, we have switched to 

a lot of virtual classrooms in NHS Blood and Transplant. For some of these we have used 

Microsoft forms to assess their understanding and then locally they have a trainer who 

covers anything that can't be delivered by VC. We are planning to take this forward long 

term into our Business as usual. We incorporate a lot of videos and ask the learners for 

feedback electronically too. 

  grant wakeman: getting feedback and responses was difficult to gauge whilst delivering 

digitally 

  Carol Ann: Is Interactivity the way forward with online learning 

  Tracey: Designing for face to face on line wasn’t any different for our organisation, the 

delivery principles should also be the same, upskilling our delivery team to use the 

technology seamlessly was key and our end users too 

  Caroline Singleton: Kat - thanks for your response 

  Andy Evans (Aerossurance): Do you think learners will be more demanding about future 
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face to face courses (e.g. less tolerant of wasted time and wanting more conciseness)? 

  Liz S: What do you mean by curation? 

  Liz S: *mean 

  Helen dudfield: had excellent rada masterclass on zoom using interactive rooms - not sure 

we are all aware of digital tools as no training in them in most places until we started using 

them. only seen this capability used rarely 

  Tristan Hale (Sphere): How can I persuade learners on a 4-week course (including 1 hour 

virtual-face-to-face per week) to engage with the collaboration tools, e.g. MS Teams used for 

discussions and Q&A? 

  john faulkes: Andy / Carol - (and who was writing about quality for learners ) - we really 

need to focus on what learners get engaged by. They should be more demanding! Certainly 

interactivity in any forum I essential 

  grant wakeman: As we had very little digital presence, it was difficult t6o know what was the 

best and easiest digital delivery systems. 

  Caroline H: Designing for digital requires a new skill set which L&D needs to develop or 

bring into the team. 

  Susana Bento: Shorter sessions with smaller group of participants are the more effective, in 

my experience 

  Michael Halling 2: You can also integrate Teams to some LMS's and acquire attendance 

information and completions 

  Uzma 2: Sorry what's SCM? 

  Uzma 2: Thanks 

  Sarah Ratcliff: Success Case Methodology 

  Nigel Alexander: What approach have you used to meet the needs of High Performance 

Teams 

  James Booth: Yemi:  How easy is it to carry out formative assessment in an online 

learning? 

  james poletyllo: Andrew you have faced unprecedented changes in what you have had to 

deliver as an organisation. How integra has the learning function been to this transition? 

  Yemi: How easy is it to carry out formative assessment in an online learning? 

  Gareth Brown: Liz - Curation to me is making correct Information accessible (search) 

concise and understandable. Not 1000 pages of manuals that no-one reads. 

  Iain: How would you deliver a course that is usually 4 hrs duration? Mandated - Aero 

industry 

  Liz S: Thanks Gareth Brown 

  Donald H Taylor: Andrew, we had this question earlier, from aly:  Could you give a bit of 

background context please e.g. how many trainers, what size of learner audience, type of 

training - do you use eLearning ? 

  john faulkes: Iain - my experience is at least 2 * 2-hour sessions! Not 4 hours! 

  Mandy: What do you think about the use of Digital Adoption platforms in the new way of 

learning? 

  grant wakeman: |Most of our courses are practical, so found it almost impossible to do 

digitally. 

  Donald H Taylor: Andrew - any suggestions for Grant, whose courses are mostly practical? 

  James Booth: also, what facilities do you NEED most, all platforms have pros and cons 

  grant wakeman: Ours are hands on with manufactured equipment. training maintainers 

  Dave Brown: Iain - my experience in the Airline industry was that we made as much as 

possible online which left only the practical/physical parts to do. It meant even before COVID 

that the F2F contact time was minimised. 
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  Uzma 2: @grant Video's - how to's? Trainers Vide themselves doing the practical side of 

things? 

  Natasia Hieber: How are you measuring the value/impact of any digital training intervention 

and has there been any change in the value/impact of this training since it is all online? 

  Gareth Brown: Corporate IT Departments aren't Trainers and have switched off many 

features of Teams for us. Teams is OK for meetings but we need the good bits to make 

Training/Learning more interesting / interactive. Very watching screens all day long with 

instructors droning on (present company excepted!) 

  Gareth Brown: That should have been Very boring  in my post above 

  Sarah Ratcliff: Gareth, its worth speaking with IT, or Stakeholders who can influence IT to 

give you more functionality to use the resources you already have. 

  Gareth Brown: Sarah - we are trying that but its slow progress - December is plan! 

  Donald H Taylor: Steve Warner:  playing Devil’s advocate isn’t the problem of measuring 

impact/value the same as we face in traditional delivery? 

  Steve Warner: playing Devil’s advocate isn’t the problem of measuring impact/value the 

same as we face in traditional delivery? 

  Donald H Taylor: Steve - yes, absolutely. The medium of delivery has nothing to do with the 

performance 

  Karen Chambers: like the idea of getting previous cohorts involved 

  Liz S: How do you ensure quality with peer assessment? 

  Shabana: Gareth, I really like digital adoption tools I think that may be the way forward. 

what is your thoughts Andrew? 


